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instrumentation:

duration:

ampli�cation:

prototype12011

“bowed electronics”:
- contact mic mounted on plate for bow mic
- multitouch interface using Lemur app on iPad
- children’s bow (ca. 32cm)
- violoncello with transducers mounted on strings at bridge, and nut (or other high freq location)
- neumann km184 or similar microphone, placed close to the instrument

percussion*:
- snare-drum with snares o�
- one crotale placed �at on drumhead
- one “baoding” metal chinese hand exercise ball
- bundle stick
- thin wooden dowel stick
- �ngertips
- neumann km184 or similar microphone, placed close to the instrument
* note: other percussion instruments can be substituted as desired for best sound

tin foil “sculpture” with transducer attached.

Mac computer with Max6 or greater, with prototype_instr folder in the max searchpath

iPad with Lemur app installed, and the Lemur Editor installed on the Mac

High-speed WIFI router

Audio interface (channels used: 2 in, 4 out)

Power ampli�er for 3 transducers

both cello and percussion should be ampli�ed into a larger PA system.
accentuate high and low frequencies to maximize “click” and subwoofer “boom” sounds.
see also information on transducers.

notes for the performers: the score is composed in terms of the physical interaction during performance.  the piece was originally written 
for cello but the transducers can be easily transferred to any resonant body (guitar works quite well).

similar to an acoustic string instrument, each combination of actions in the bowed electronics system has an 
e�ect on the resulting sound. for example, when bowing with no �ngers down the result is the direct white 
noise of the bow on the contact-mic sensor, but once a �nger touches the “string” the energy of the bow is used 
to activate the synthetic electronic sounds. similarly, whenever a �nger is place on the string, there is a short 
percussive sound. 

to help visualize the interactions of movements, the 2015 version of the piece uses an iPad app has di�erent 
color schemes tied to the di�erent sound modes (see notation page).

the percussion part approximately doubles the electronics for most of the piece, and should select a palette 
of sounds which match the tribre of the electronics. for example, when �nger are touched to the multitouch 
surface there is a short metallic attack that causes the cello to resonate, this should be doubled with a similar 
sounding metallic attack, etc.  longer sensor gestures should be interpreted as gradations of timbres.

note that the percussion is close mic’d so the resulting sound is aesthetically electronic.

the percussion part is semi-improvised, using the score and electronic sounds as a guide. the score should be 
followed as close as possible for rhythmic synchrony with the cellist, as well as following relative timbre 
changes.  the percussion part may also “shape” the progression of the piece by introducing new sounds, at 
key moments. the main rule is that the percussion and electronics should be closely related soncially.  for 
example, in a previous performance at one point the percussionist spun a crotale on the drum head creating 
a wobbling sound that got faster and faster at it came closer and closer to the drum head, which was heard 
as supporting the interpolating synthesis sounds in the electronics.

percussion doubling:

8-12”
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resonators

wiring diagram

max/msp audio interface channels:
in 1: bow mic
in 2: percussion mic (to remote transducer in last section)

out 1: to bridge transducer via amp
out 2: to nut transducer via amp
out 3: to remote object transducer via amp
out 4: resonators to house main speakers via mixing board* transducer on nut, may also be place in another location. 

the idea is to have  two constrasting resonances. the “nut” 
transducer should be more treble centric.



1

routing section number

�ngers

bow

resonators

resonator button down

bowing:

space change button

resonator gate button

space change button

space change button

change routing section button

no �ngers down: direct bow mode 
lemur interface:

notation:

1 �nger down: paf mode

2+ �ngers down: feedback delay mode

change routing section button

consistent bowing on bow mic.  the mic is very sensitive, so not 
much bow is needed. should be broadband noise sound

short �nger taps -- when a �nger is placed on the 
surface, a short percussive attack is heard. if no 
�ngers were down previously there is a pitched 
resonance which changes depending on the 
location in the 2D space.

short �nger taps --  percussive attack as above. if 1 
or more �ngers were down previously there is an 
unpitched click.

“feedback twist pinch” -- the dark circle represents 
the thumb and the open circle another �nger (ring 
or middle). starting with a relatively wide spread 
between the two �ngers, turn wrist and bring 
�ngers together. the frequency should go up or 

“comb feedback” -- a comb �lter like e�ect. using 
three �ngers (the thumb represented as a dark 
circle), slowly turn hand to change the �lter and 
delay feedback sound. the result should sound like 
a strong synthetic reverb (not overblown feedback 
as in the “feedback twist pinch”).

move one �nger through each circle in the 2D 
space, and take note of each sound.

slide �nger to position in 2D space indicated by 
triangle, and stay at that location while the line is 
�at.

start at a speci�c place in the space, make a squig-
gly gesture in the space, and end at another 
location. this �gure repeats and should be approxi-
mately the same every time (per system).

both space change buttons do the same thing, there are 
two for convenience.

to change routing section, hold both routing buttons down 
at the same time. the routing section number will change 
according to the section.  routing is explained in the score.

when one �nger is down, and the bow 
is active, the paf synthesis sound is 
heard. the center of each circle in the 
2D space is a preset for a speci�c 
synthesis sound. as your �nger moves 
between these circle centers, the 
synthesis parameters are interpolated.

when two or more �ngers are down, 
the feedback delay/�lter and 
down-sampling process is enabled. 
the wider the spacing of the �ngers, 
the more feedback is present. the X 
axis controls the frequency of the 
�lter, and the rotation of the �ngers 
controls the delay times.

when no �ngers are down, the bow 
signal goes directly through to the 
transducers. in routing mode 0, when 
no �ngers are down and the bow is 
not touching the bow mic, there 
should be soft feedback.

“�ber sound” -- press bow hair into mic, without bowing, and gently 
touch hair with �nger to create soft high frequency rustling, and 
clicking sound. when in paf mode (see below), occasionally move 
bow to create louder momentary attacks within the texture, which 
will trigger the paf sound.



transducer

elastic band, or tied ribbon

bridge transducer attachment:

remote object transducer:

transducer placement
the placement of the transducers on the instrument has a very 
large e�ect over the resulting sound. spend some time experi-
menting with di�erent placements to �nd the right placement 
for your instrument.

the bridge is a good place to achieve a full bodied sound, as 
well as exciting the strings to vibrate.

the nut transducer also creates string vibration, but with a more 
treble centered sound. if possible try to attach the nut trans-
ducer so that a little of the string behind the nut towards the 
tuning pegs vibrate.

alternatively, you can �nd another placement for the nut trans-
ducer, possibly behind the bridge near the tail-piece might be 
interesting. the idea is that the “nut” transducer is a contrasting 
sound to the bridge transducer.

sometimes the vibration of the strings can be too much, if this 
is the case, you can deaden the strings by tying some ribbon or 
other dampening material around the �nger board.

since each transducer placement will have a unique �ltering 
and resonance e�ect on the sound, there are individual mixing 
levels for the electronic components, and a cascade �lter for 
each transducer.  if for some reason the transducers are too 
similar sounding, you can change the frequency characteristics 
with the �lter.

hanging at a relatively large distance from the performers is a 
ball of either aluminum foil or a large sheet of light weight 
rice-paper with a transducer attached via the normal sticky 
tape that comes attached to the transducer base.

ideally the ball will be vertically above the performers by at 
least 2-3 meters. 

in the last section of the piece, the electronic and percussion 
sounds come from the ball rather than the cello or house 
speakers.   the location should be decided based on the size 
and shape of the concert space.



1. install Lemur App on iPad ( https://liine.net/en/products/lemur/ )

2. download Lemur Editor program ( https://liine.net/en/downloads/lemur )

3. setup a private network for computer and iPad (assuming MacOS)

 a. click on the wireless icon on the mac tool-bar, select “Create Network…”, create network

 b. go to Network Preferences, and create a new location (maybe use the same name as the network)

 c. manually set an IP address for you computer on this private network, this way whenever you select 
this Location (and hit apply), it will automatically set this IP address, which will also be set in the Lemur App.

4. go to the iPad network settings, and join the private network we created

5. start the Lemur Editor, and open the rb�_11.jzml �le located in the “lemur” folder of the prototype_instr 
folder.

6. click the triangle that looks like a play button in the top right corner of the Lemur Editor window, to 
connect to the Lemur App, and upload the interface to the iPad. Select your iPad from the list to update the 
IP address, and then click on the connect button. Usually the connection window will locate your iPad, but if 
not you can also set this manually by looking up the IP address in the Lemur App, see OSC Targets below).

7. goto the settings window in the Lemur app by clicking the gear icon in the top right corner.

8. in the OSC Targets section, click Add Target, or if it already says OSC 0 than update the details for this (the 
target needs to be OSC 0).  Set the Host IP address to be the IP address that you entered for your computer 
in step 3c, then set the Port number to be 8000.

~~~ 

9. open up the prototype_v10 patch in Max, and follow the instructions for initializing the patch.

You should only have to do steps 1-8 once.

Occasionally, the Lemur app will hang on startup — if this happens, hold down the power button until the 
iPad restarts. It is stable once it has started up (I think the hang might have something to do with changing 
the network settings but not sure).

For the base I used some acrylic plastic, 1cm thick.

To attach the contact mic, I �led a small trench in the plastic, approximately 3-4mm deep, and used hot-glue 
to attach the contact mic to the acrylic.

For the cable jack, I just hot-glued this directly to the surface.

the current bow interface could be improved by 
increasing the size of the base piece to avoid tipping 
over, and moving the patch cable plug to the side of 
the base, to avoid hitting the plug with the bow. Also, 
it might be a good idea to �atten the top of the mic to 
allow the bow to sit easier without falling o�.

 lemur �rst time setup

bow interface construction 

current bow interface:

bow interface suggestion:
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routing 0: electronics in cello transducers, perc in main speakers
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